Plug into the power of the IIoT
metergroup.com/food/products/skala-hub/

Automate data collection by connecting legacy devices
SKALA HUB
You don’t need a new factory or a complete retrofit to take advantage of the promise of
Industrial IoT. SKALA Hub makes virtually any device smart.
Connect and start collecting real-time data from legacy devices, including checkweighers,
moisture balances, and temperature probes.

Any device, any manufacturer
Most software makes you collect—and manually input—your data. SKALA Hub is the
missing piece. It automates data collection. That doesn’t just save time. It mistake proofs
your data. SKALA automatically collects data from pH meters, moisture analyzers, NIR
spectrometers, color analyzers, viscometers, RH sensors, salt analyzers, temperature
sensors, oxygen analyzers, balances, check-weighers, metal detectors, and more. Request
a compatibility check on any device.

Make every tech your best tech
Laminated sheets taped to the wall are only so effective. SKALA Hub uses directed
workflow to make sure readings are set up and started correctly. After that, SKALA takes
care of recording the data, eliminating errors and improving efficiency.
Get pricing
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Features Specifications Support

Features
Creates digital-quality records directly from the instruments in your lab.
Designed to fit the workflow of a food quality lab.
Tag samples with information about what batch is being measured and by whom
Any instrument with a serial data port can be connected to one of SKALA’s seven
data ports
7-inch touch screen
Menus can be used even when hands are wet or gloved
Built rugged to withstand normal lab conditions

Specifications
Screen

7-inch diagonal, capacitive touch

Base dimensions

8x13 inches

Connection ports

7

Security

https bank-level security

Support
Have a question or problem? Our support team can help.
We manufacture, test, calibrate, and repair every instrument in house. Our scientists and
technicians use the instruments every day in our product testing lab. No matter what your
question is, we have someone who can help you answer it.
Email: support.food@metergroup.com
Phone: 509-332-5601

Related Products
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SKALA AQ1
The AQ1 is an affordable, entry-level water activity meter with connections. Learn how it
can save you from start-up pitfalls and juice your growth.
Learn more
Get pricing
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